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Who Were the Coureur de Bois? 

Michigan History for Kids magazine 

March/April 2015, Volume 1, Number 1 

 

Grade Levels: 3
 
– 4   

 

Overview: 

Students investigate why the Coureur de Bois were great explorers. They read “Who Were the 

Coureur de Bois” to learn about their travel, trade, and way of life. They complete an activity to 

learn how the Coureur de Bois used supply and demand. 

 

Materials: 
1. “Who Were the Coureur de Bois” article  

2. A picture of each item at the trading post  

3. Paper 

4. Pen or pencil 

 

Lesson Objectives: 
1. Students will be able to identify the Coureur de Bois. 

2. Students will be able to understand the travel, trade, and way of life of early settlers. 

3. Students will be able to recognize how the environment affected early settlers. 

4. Students will be able to apply the concept of supply and demand. 

 

Standards: 
1. 3 – H3.0.1 Identify questions historians ask in examining the past in Michigan. Examples 

may include but are not limited to: What happened? When did it happen? Who was 

involved? How and why did it happen? 

2. 3 – H3.0.5 Use informational text and visual data to compare how Indigenous Peoples 

and non-Indigenous Peoples in the early history of Michigan interacted with, adapted to, 

used, and/or modified their environments. 

3. 3 – H3.0.6 Use a variety of sources to describe interactions that occurred between 

Indigenous Peoples and the first European explorers and settlers in Michigan. 

4. 3 – E1.0.1 Using a Michigan example, explain how scarcity, choice, and opportunity cost 

affect what is produced and consumed.  

 

Activity: 

1. Ask students where they have traveled and how they got to their destination. 

2. Ask students how trading typically takes place around the world today. 

3. Read the article “Who Were the Coureur de Bois” from Michigan History for Kids 

magazine 

4. Discuss how and where the Coureur de Bois traveled.  
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5. Discuss what and why the Coureur de Bois traded. What were the advantages and 

disadvantages of trading? 

6. Explain the concept of supply and demand. Explain that different trading posts carried 

different items. Explain that some things were necessities and would sell faster than 

nonessential items. Explain that prices would change depending on the number of items 

available and how much people wanted an item. Also explain that many people in Europe 

wanted beaver pelts to make hats and other clothing items. The demand for beaver was 

high. It took a lot of effort to get beaver pelts so the supply fluctuated. This affected the 

value of a beaver pelt and also affected how much a person could buy with one pelt. All 

these things of supply and demand played a role in what you could buy with your beaver 

furs. 

7. Use the activity on page 5 of Michigan History for Kids magazine to complete steps 5 

and 6. Items that are listed were at trading posts around 1684. Each thing on the list costs 

one beaver pelt. Show pictures of each item for student understanding. 

8. Explain that students have 10 beaver pelts to trade for items that they will need for a trip 

into the wilderness in 1684. Have students record what they want to buy with their beaver 

furs. Have them explain why they chose those things. 

 

Conclusion: 
Review why the Coureur de Bois were great explorers. Review the concept of supply and 

demand. Remind students that supply and demand are still used today. 

 

Enrichment Activities: 

All Activities created by Genot “Winter Elk” Picor 

 

These activities can be used to meet many Grade Level Content Expectations (GLCE) for Grade 

3 across the four core curricula.  The activities can be modified to suit the individual needs of the 

teacher and students.  The corresponding GCLE’s are included, although I might have messed 

some. 

Task #1: 

Examine the list of items available at the trading post. Separate the items into these 

categories and subcategories.  Some items might fall into one or more categories or 

subcategories, some might not apply at all.  You can work on your own or in a group. 

Capital Goods (also called Producer Goods):  In the current U.S. economy, heavy equipment 

(such as excavators, forklifts, generators, metal-forming or metal-working machines, vehicles, 

etc.) which (in contrast to consumer goods) require a relatively large investment, and are bought 

to be used over several years. Some can be used to make consumer goods.   

In the fur trade, capital goods would have been equipment needed for “survival” or for trade; 

that is, a person would need the item to provide food, build shelter or insure self-defense.  I’ll 

mention some items that would be considered as Capital or Producer Goods.  A large axe would 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/equipment.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/generator.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/machine.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer-goods.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/investment.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/bought.html
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have been used to make shelter.  These goods could have been used to trade with the First 

People. Trading furs for fishing nets might have saved the First People time and energy in 

production.  A man from one of the First Nations owned a long gun, he was regarded as having 

“high status” in his community.  What does having “high status” mean?  Name something from 

our culture that would give a person “high status.” For more information on Capital or Producer 

Goods in the fur trade, visit http://eh.net/encyclopedia/the-economic-history-of-the-fur-trade-

1670-to-1870/ 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/capital-goods.html#ixzz3L8NXR5x4 

Household Goods (also called Consumer Goods):  Personal property other than real estate, 

belonging to an individual or his or her immediate family and including (but not limited to):  

1.) Appliances for cooking (including making fire) and eating  

2.) Clothing to wear or to keep warm and good to repair clothing  

3.) Personal care or personal hygiene  

4.) Personal luxuries  

5.) Items used for trading with the First People (any item could be used for this purpose. 

Household goods were also traded with the First People.  For example, flint and steel or glass 

fire starters (magnifying glasses) may have been a more efficient and means of making fire. 

Which trade items had little personal value to a European trader (the key word here is 

“personal”)? 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/household-goods.html#ixzz3L8MnOXM9 

The values of the items depended on something called “supply and demand.”  For example, if 

sewing needles were in great demand, the price would go up. Instead of trading 1 “made beaver 

(a beaver pelt that had been prepared for market)” for 200 sewing needles, a person might only 

get 100 sewing needles for one made beaver.  Lists like these were different at every trading post 

and frequently changed throughout the course of the fur trade.  Other furs like fox, lynx, marten, 

mink and otter were also traded, but for the purposes of simplicity, we’ll use the “made beaver,” 

since “made beaver” was the standard by which all other furs were judged. 

Items Available at the Trading Post 

Key:  1 made beaver = 1 mb 

72 awls     1 mb 

200 sewing needles and thread  1 mb 

1 hammer with 1000 6 inch spike nails 5 mb 

6 metal fur scrapers    1 mb 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/capital-goods.html#ixzz3L8NXR5x4
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/personal-property.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/real-estate.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/immediate-family.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/limited.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/household-goods.html#ixzz3L8MnOXM9
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1 lb. small Venice glass beads  1 mb 

1 lb. large Venice glass beads   2 mb 

300 wampum pieces    1 mb 

1 auger hand-crank post drill   2 mb 

72 brass finger rings    1 mb 

6 brass bracelets    1 mb 

20 feet medium baling rope   1 mb 

24 hawk bells     1 mb 

6 large mirrors     1 mb 

12 medium sized mirrors   1 mb 

5 ounces of vermilion dye   1 mb 

6 metal combs     1 mb 

1 large axe     1 mb 

3 small Biscayan axes    1 mb 

12 large butcher knives   1 mb 

18 medium sized butcher knives  1 mb 

2 pump drills      1 mb 

12 large clasp knives    1 mb 

15 iron arrow points    1 mb 

3 sword blades for making spears  1 mb 

2 lbs. lye soap     1 mb 

24 fish hooks     1 mb 

3 lbs. Dutch fishing nets   1 mb 

1 12 ft. x 12 ft. canvas diamond shelter tent 4 mb 

1 7 ft. x 7 ft. x 5 ft. canvas wedge tent 6 mb 
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1 long gun                10 mb 

1 short gun for bird hunting   6 mb 

2 powder horns    1 mb 

6 lbs. of lead and tool for shot  1 mb 

2 lb. gunpowder    1 mb 

200 gunflints     1 mb 

12 gun worms     1 mb 

12 fire steels (flint and steel)   1 mb 

2 lb. iron kettle    1 mb 

1 tin pot     1 mb 

1 large canvas duffel bag (1 ft. x 2 ft.) 2 mb (approx. 6.2 cu. ft.) 

1 medium travel trunk    3 mb 

1 travois     2 mb 

2 brasses (22 feet) tobacco   1 mb 

3 pair of wool stockings   2 mb 

1 white shirt     1 mb 

1 pair of trousers    1 mb 

1 yd. woolen broadcloth   2 mb 

1 yd. of woolen Iroquois fabric  3 mb 

2 pewter plates    1 mb 

1 yd. blue fabric    1 mb 

2 yd. red fabric    3 mb  

3 yd. striped fabric    4 mb 

1 green “three point” blanket   3 mb 

1 plain “two point” blanket   2 mb 
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6 dozen metal buttons    1 mb 

1 wool hat     1 mb 

1 Hudson Bay capote    4 mb 

3 made black bear hides with fur  1 mb 

2 mocotaugan     1 mb 

1 braided tapabord cap   2 mb  

1 pair of leather shoes    3 mb 

6 spoon and fork sets    1  mb 

4 glass fire starters    1 mb 

Task #2:  

Choose five items about which you know very little or nothing at all.  An example might be 

vermilion dye.  Research and discover as much as you can about that item.  Some questions to 

consider:  Is the item still in use today? Maybe it is in certain parts of the world. If it is not, what 

technological improvement or advancement took its place? This means the item or tool might be 

“archaic.”  For example, a power drill is more effective than a pump drill.  Today, in the United 

States, would the pump drill be considered “archaic?”  What is a “two point” and “three point” 

blanket?  Are they still made today or are they archaic? 

Task #3: 

You have 15 “made beaver pelts” to trade for items you need for your two week summer 

expedition into the woodlands.  You live close to a place the First People call “Keweenaw,” 

which is where you will be exploring.  Where is this place?  For what items would you trade and 

why?  Some items you choose can be used to trade for necessities.  “Necessities” is defined as 

what you need to stay alive, warm, dry and well-fed.  You already own a knife, a canteen or 

water skin for carrying water and a hatchet for cutting wood.  You also have a heavy linen shirt, 

thick trousers, stockings and moose-hide moccasins. Your trusty Newfoundland work dog 

(called a “Newfie”) named “Neeshee is coming with you (‘Neeshee’ is short for Ahneemoosh; 

this word means ‘dog’ in the language of the First People).” “Neeshee” is the same name my 

brother Mikwandahn calls his dog.  She loves to play in the water, and splash around, 

and…..OOPS.  I got off topic!   

Find a picture on the internet of a Newfoundland dog with a “travois.” 

Consider this:  You’ll never need 72 awls, but some of these tools can be traded for other 

necessities. Do you think the First People would be interested in awls?  Maybe yes, maybe no; 
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why or why not? You can trade 3 made beavers for 9 lbs. of Dutch fishing nets if you wish. You 

can use one net for your own personal use and trade the other two. Remember, you need to stay 

warm, dry, well-fed and alive!  List your items in order of importance. 

Task # 4: 

A ratio shows the relative sizes of two or more values. Find and list three items that are of an 

even 1 to 1 (1:1) trade value ratio. For example, let’s say I wanted to trade Neeshee for one made 

beaver (even though I would never do that because I love Neeshee too much).  This means I 

could trade 3 Neeshees for 3 made beaver (Can you imagine how much food 3 Neeshees could 

eat?…WOW!)  Now, choose any five items that are not 1:1 ratios and expand the ratio included 

in the table.  For example, 1 yd. (yard) of woolen Iroquois fabric could be traded for 3 “made 

beaver.” How many yards of fabric could you purchase with 12 made beaver?  Expand the 

values out to five places. Please name the items: 

Yards of Iroquois Fabric  : Made Beaver (mb) 

1    :3   

2    :6   

3    :9   

4               :12   

5               :15 

 

Fur Trader Game 

Selected Resources: 

Demers, Barbara. 2000. Willa’s New World, 1999, 1-55050-150-X. Willa is 15 and arrives in York 

Factory on the Hudson Bay in 1795. She is on her own trying to survive the hardships of a new world, 

unrelenting cold, and some rough characters in the fur trade business. And then she must face a journey to 

Fort Edmonton. The book provides a very honest and compassionate look at the relationship between the 

First Peoples and the incoming Europeans. 

Durbin, William. The Broken Blade, 1997, 0-440-41184-X. In 1800 Pierre quits school to become a 

voyageur for the North West Company to earn money so his family can survive the winter. It’s hard for 

Pierre as the youngest on the team. But he has no choice but to endure the trip to Grand Portage and back. 

The author brings in a wealth of facts about the canoes, the countryside, and tools the voyageurs used. 

Readers will greatly enjoy this unusual journey and Pierre’s developing bravery, strength of character, 

and self-reliance. 
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Francis, Daniel. Discovering First Peoples and First Contacts. (Discovery). 2000, 0195414888. 

Follows early European explorers and Native American people as Canada opens up and people search for 

furs, trade routes, and adventure. The first sections are about the different Native American groups on the 

coast, plains, and woodlands. Many photos, illustrations, maps and "Did you know?" fact boxes. Format 

is easy to read and understand with short sections, many subheadings. Excellent resource. 

Nault, Jennifer. Hudson’s Bay Company (Canadian Fur Trade) 2007, 1553882164. The perfect grade 5 

resource, highly attractive visually, excellent format, diagrams, photos, includes first-hand accounts, 

biographies, Native American relationships, trade routes, forts, posts. Other titles in the series: 

Forts and Trading Posts 

North West Company 

Trade Routes 

Owens, Ann-Maureen. Forts of Canada. 1998, 155074271X. Introduces kids to the different types of 

forts built across Canada. Shows how Native Americans built Canada's first forts and how a 14-year-old 

girl saved a fort from attack (includes hands-on activities). Spans Fort Rodd Hill in British Columbia to 

Signal Hill in Newfoundland, and includes a chart and map describing and locating all of Canada's forts. 

Pendziwol, Jean E. Red Sash. 2005, 0-88899-589-X. It is Rendezvous, when the voyageurs that spend the 

winter in the North American wilderness come back to the trading post of Fort William, at the head of the 

Great Lakes. A storm hits, and a young Métis boy helps to save one of the travelers. Historically-accurate 

illustrations give an authentic picture of life at this busy fur-trading post. 

Solomon, Chad and Meyer, Christopher. (AA). Solomon, Chad, Illustrator (AA). Adventures of Rabbit 

and Bear Paws: Voyageurs. 0973990627. Rabbit and Bear Paws join the Voyageurs to take the Furs 

from Lake of the Woods to Montreal and experience all the trials and tribulations of being a Voyageur. 

Trottier, Maxine. Sister to the Wolf. 2004, 155337519X. When Cécile, who is French, sees Lesharo, who 

is Pawnee, being mistreated by his owner, she purchases him. She and her father give him his freedom, 

and they become fast friends. They try to live in the world of the French fur trade, but they are torn 

between two worlds. This is a superb novel, well worth doing as a read-aloud novel study. It might be too 

difficult for all students to read independently. 

Wargin, Kathy-jo. Voyageur’s Paddle. 2007, 1585360074. Story of a boy who helps bring his voyageur 

father safely home through an early storm. It includes lots of details about a voyageur’s life. 

Fur Trade Background Information: 

The fur trade depended upon the Native Americans, who imposed their trading practices and commercial 

requirements on the Europeans. To win the Native Americans as clients, the Europeans had to 

manufacture goods of value to Native American culture. Native Americans negotiated with merchants 

from the various trading posts, from New England and from the Hudson's Bay Company. The merchants 

were all in strong competition with each other and so, to secure the assistance and cooperation of the 

Native Americans, they offered gifts to them. Smoking the ceremonial pipe and exchanging gifts before 
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commencement of trade was an ancient Native American tradition. Europeans participated in the custom 

as well. 

In order to be successful as voyageurs and fur traders, the Europeans 

 Learned to use Native Americans’ ways of travel (e.g. canoe, snowshoe) 

 Used Native Americans trade routes and knowledge of the land 

 Learned medical knowledge from Native Americans 

 Learned other survival knowledge, such as food gathering and hunting from the Native 

Americans 

 

The hides and furs exported to Europe were used to make luxury items, mainly beaver hats. The goat of 

Native Americans was to trade for useful items. On average 60% of the trade goods they received were 

fabrics, 25% were weapons and tools, 6% alcohol, 3% trade jewelry, and 2% tobacco.  

Trade Goods Included: 

Alcohol 

Armbands and headbands  

Axes 

Beads 

Beaver hats 

Blankets 

Brooches 

Cooking pots 

Fabric 

Gunpowder 

Guns 

Gunshot 

Knives 

Measuring cups 

Needles 

Pipes 

Powder horns 

Scrapers (wood and metal)  

String 

Tobacco 

Wool blankets 

 

The meeting of two civilizations always involves an exchange of ideas, objects and ways of doing things 

that are later adapted to the tastes and needs of each culture. The Europeans adopted Native American 

customs and inventions essential for survival in the North American wilderness. The Native Americans 

utilized European articles and integrated them into their own culture, often giving them a function 

completely different from that intended by the manufacturers. They quickly began to use beads, guns, 

cooking pots, horses and fabrics that the Europeans supplied. 
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Fur Trader Game: 

Organization: 

Divide the class into two groups: 

 Native Americans  

 Traders 

 

Materials: 

Trading Goods tokens, divided between the Native Americans and the Traders, so that each Native 

American has 20 beaver pelts and each Trader has trade goods worth 20 pelts. Have the Traders figure out 

the combination of trade goods that they would like to have for trading. Blank tokens are provided so that 

other trade goods may be added as needed. 

Trading Goods and Values: 

1 knife = 1 beaver pelt 

1 cooking pot = 2 beaver pelts 

1 wool blanket = 3 beaver pelts 

1 gun = 6 beaver pelts 

Strategy: 

Have Native Americans and Traders trade their goods with each other. Have the Native Americans figure 

out what some of the different combinations of goods are that a Native Americans person can get for one 

beaver pelt. Everyone must trade everything they have until there are no more possible deals. Caution 

students to make sure they make accurate deals and get full value for their trades. 

Play the game several times and vary the game each time so that sometimes there are more Traders than 

Native Americans and other times more Native Americans than Traders. 

 

Problems: 

Have the students describe any problems that occur. Have them compare what happens when there are 

more Native Americans that want to trade and what happens when there are more Traders.
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Trade Goods Tokens: 

Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 

Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 

Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 

Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 

Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 
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Wool 

blanket 

Cooking 

pot 
Knife Gun 

Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt 

Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt 

Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt Beaver pelt 
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Reactions and Research about the Fur Trade: 

Using their experience with the fur trade game, some of the stories they have read, and research into the 

fur trade, have students create and complete comparative matrixes and T-charts such as the ones below. 

Examine and compare the different perspectives of the Fur Trade according to both the Native Americans 

and the people from Europe: 

 

European Native American 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examine and compare the role of women during the fur-trade era: 

 

European Native American 
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Document some of the effects of the fur trade: 

 

 Positive Effects Negative Effects 

Native Americans  

 

 
 

Europeans 

 

 
 

The Environment 

 

 
 

 

Fur Trade Discussion Questions and Activities: 

Describe some of the lasting effects of the fur trade on Canada. 

Describe a fur trading post. Draw a map of the plan of a fur-trading fort. Label all the places. 

On an outline map of Canada, locate and name as many fur trading posts or forts as you can. 

Have students research the history of the fur trade. Students may be asked to report orally or in written 

form. Have them look for information on such questions as: 

 How and why was the fur trade conducted?  

 What was its importance to Europe? 

 What advantages did the fur trade bring to the Native American people? 

 How did Native Americans help make the fur trade successful? 

 Who were the voyageurs and what was their role? 

 What was a trading post? What was it for? 

 Do you think the items used for trade were of equivalent value? Explain. 

 What were forts? Why were they built?  

 How did the fur trade affect the opening up of Canada? 
 How did the First Nations, French, British and Métis peoples interact with each other as 

participants in the fur trade? 

 What was the role of the Hudson Bay Company in the fur trade? 

 How did the geography of Canada affect the fur trade? 
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Debate: 

There is dissention among the people at the fur-trading fort. 

A leader among the Native American people and several of his tribe from the encampment outside the 

fort are dissatisfied. The leader tries to convince his people that they would all be better off to leave the 

fort area and avoid any contact with white men and return to the life they lived before the fur traders 

came. 

The factor at the fort, and a few of his employees, think that the Native Americans who are thinking of 

leaving would be better off remaining and working for the Hudson’s Bay Company.  

Have students set up a T-table to help plan the debate: 

 

Avoid Further Contact Remain with the Fur Traders 

 

Arguments such as: 

 

White men supply whiskey 

They bring diseases 

They sell guns 

etc. 

 

Arguments such as: 

 

Native Americans can earn money 

They can buy goods they need 

etc. 
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trousers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These “breeches” were popular in the mid-1700s and were made 

from linen or wool. 

 

 

 

sewing needle and thread 

 

    

 

 

Having a needle and thread was a necessity. It was important to 

keep clothing in good repair. 

 

 

Photos are from http://www.smoke-fire.com  

front-fly knee breeches 
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tin pot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tin pots were cheap and light. This pot could hold 2.5 gallons of 

water. Sometimes, other metals were used with the tin, like copper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from http://www.smoke-fire.com   
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wool hat  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A wool cap, which was also called a “toque,” was popular among 

the Voyageurs and Coureur de Bois. This garment kept the head 

and ears warm.  

 

 

metal buttons 

 

 

 

Buttons could be made from a variety of metals.  Pewter is a 

workable metal alloy, which means it was made from tin (85%-

99%) with other metals such as copper or antimony added for 

strength or lead as a tinting agent. 

 

Photos are from http://www.thequartermastergeneral.com 
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glass fire starter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some glass fire starter kits came with a brass container, where you 

could carry tobacco for a pipe or tinder to start a fire.   

 

 

French chopping ax 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos are from http://www.thequartermastergeneral.com 

This light ax was valuable to 

cut wood for a fire or for light 

construction.   

The French traded axes with 

Native Americans from around 

1560-1750. 
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flint-and-steel fire starter   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flint (also called “chert”), a sedimentary rock, was struck against 

the high-carbon steel to create a spark. Flint sometimes has to be 

“dressed,” meaning it has to be made to have an edge like the flint 

in the picture. A spark is caused when the flint is struck against the 

steel. A small piece of steel breaks off and ignites or catches on 

fire. The spark needs to land in an oily cloth and dry tinder to 

create fire.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from http://www.thequartermastergeneral.com 
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hawk bells 

 

 

 

 

 

Hawk bells were used in the European sport of “falconry.” A bell 

was attached to one of the legs of a bird of prey with a leather 

leash. Native Americans used the bells for decoration and 

adornment of their clothing. 

 

 

 

butcher knife 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Butcher knives were used to butcher or cut meat. They were better 

to use than knives made of stone. 

 

Photos are from http://www.sunrisetradingpost.com 
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bear hide 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bear hides were used for blankets or bedding. They were needed 

to help someone keep warm and dry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ABlack_bear_fur_skin_(3).jpg 
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wampum beads 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Wampum” is a general name given to shells that were found 

along the east coast of the United States. The white and purple 

shells could be used as currency or for “telling a story.” Legend 

has it that Hiawatha introduced wampum to the Iroquois, but this 

cannot be proven. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from Carolyn Bullock at http://wanderingbull.com/ 
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rope 

 

 

 

Native Americans knew how to make “cordage,” which we 

commonly call “rope.” Native Americans had to make their 

cordage by hand. In some ways, it was better than European rope 

but could not be made quickly or easily. 
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fish hooks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iron fish hooks lasted longer than those made from bone. They 

could also be produced in large numbers by the forgeron or 

blacksmith. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from the Library of Congress (Reproduction number LC-USZ62-56093) 
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gunpowder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gunpowder was brought to Europe a very long time ago from 

China along the trade routes. The Europeans who explored the 

New World brought this technology with them. Weapons that 

used gunpowder (sometimes called “black powder”) were used for 

hunting and warfare. 

 

 

 

This original photo is from Lord Mountbatten (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons 
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iron arrow points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forged iron arrow points were made by the “forgeron” in 

French settlements. Today, we know the forgeron as the 

“blacksmith.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo is from http://heritage-products.com/ 

 


